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Abstract: In contrast to all other known Ramanujan-type congruences, we discover
that Ramanujan-type congruences for Hurwitz class numbers can be supported on
non-holomorphic generating series. We establish a divisibility result for such non-
holomorphic congruences of Hurwitz class numbers. The two keys tools in our proof
are the holomorphic projection of products of theta series with a Hurwitz class num-
ber generating series and a theorem by Serre, which allows us to rule out certain con-
gruences.
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tion  Chebotarev density theorem
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THE study of class numbers for imaginary quadratic fields and the related Hurwitzclass numbers has a long and rich history. Their divisibility properties were first
studied as early as the 1930s [27], but have proved highly elusive. Such divisibility
properties are directly reflected in the existence of torsion elements in class groups.
The Cohen-Lenstra heuristic [9] has been the guiding principle in the topic, provid-
ing conjectures of a statistical nature for the factorization of class numbers; see [15]
for an experimentally supported refinement. However, essentially nothing is known
about strictly regular patterns of divisibility as opposed to statistical patterns. In this
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light, it is natural to study Ramanujan-type congruences, i.e., divisibility properties
on arithmetic progressions.
The study of congruences of modular forms originates with the Ramanujan con-
gruences [26] for the partition function:
p(5n+4)≡ 0 (mod5), p(7n+5)≡ 0 (mod7), p(11n+6)≡ 0 (mod11).
It is now known that all weakly holomorphic modular forms, including the gener-
ating function for p(n), satisfy congruences [2, 22, 31], which arise from the theory
of Galois representations associated to modular forms. Zagier [33] showed that the
Hurwitz class numbers are Fourier coefficients of a weight 32 mock modular form (in
today’s terminology), i.e., the holomorphic part of a harmonic Maass form [11, 23,
24]. Much less is known about congruences in this setting. However, congruences
for other weight 32 mock modular forms have been studied by several authors [1, 3, 4,
6, 21].
Ramanujan-type congruences for the Hurwitz class numbers H(D) have not ap-
peared in the literature. For this work, we have employed a computer search to dis-
cover many examples of such congruences for H(D), which can then be confirmed
with our method of Section 2 in combination with Sturm bounds for modular forms
modulo a prime; see also Remark (2) following Theorem A. For instance one finds
that:
H(53n+25)≡ 0 (mod5), H(73n+147)≡ 0 (mod7), H(113n+242)≡ 0 (mod11).
A common theme of all three of these congruences, written in the form H(an+b)≡
0 (mod`), is that−b is a square modulo a, which yields a generating series for H(an+
b) that is mock modular, i.e., has a non-holomorphic modular completion. This
differs from the congruences for mock theta functions of weight 12 , which are so
far only known to occur when the generating function is a holomorphic modular
form [3]. Our main theorem provides the following divisibility result for such non-
holomorphic congruences:
Theorem A. Fix a prime `> 3, a ∈Z≥1, and b ∈Z. If −b is a square modulo a and
H(an+b)≡ 0 (mod`)
for all integers n, then ` |a.
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Remark. (1) We used the Hurwitz-Eichler relations to compute Hurwitz class num-
bers H(D) for D < 3·109. We did not employ any computer algebra system, but imple-
mented our software in C/C++/Julia from scratch, relying on the FLINT library [14]
only for modular arithmetics. The code is available at the second author’s homepage.
(2) All examples of Ramanujan-type congruences of Hurwitz class numbers that we
discovered, including the non-holomorphic ones, can be explained by a Hecke-type
factorization of Hurwitz class numbers (A.1). Note that all such non-holomorphic
Ramanujan-type congruences for H(n) satisfy the conclusion of Theorem A. While
it is not known whether this factorization implies all non-holomorphic Ramanujan-
type congruences, our experimental data suggests that it does. Thus, Theorem A pro-
vides evidence for this speculation.
(3) In the Appendix A we point out that equation (A.1) also implies congruences
modulo powers of `.
(4) There are also examples of congruences H(an+b)≡ 0 (mod`) where −b is not
a square modulo a. However, our computational data reveals that in those cases `
does not divide a, which is in contrast to other known Ramanujan-type congruences
(see [3, 25]). The first examples for ` ∈ {5,7,11} are:
H(33n+9)≡ 0 (mod5), H(53n+50)≡ 0 (mod7), H(29n+192)≡ 0 (mod11).
(5) The methods in this work likely generalize to all mock modular forms of
weight 32 . In particular, congruences of the Andrews spt-function [21] should be sub-
ject to requirements similar to the ones presented in Theorem A. On the other hand,
both the divisibility and the square class conditions that appear in the case of mock
modular forms of weight 12 , see [3], seem to be of a different nature and originate in
the principal part of mock modular forms.
The method of our proof is novel: We combine a holomorphic projection argument
for products of theta series and mock modular forms, which appeared first in [16],
with a theorem by Serre [28, 29] that is rooted in the Chebotarev Density Theorem.
The latter was employed by Ono [22] in order to establish his celebrated results on
the distribution of the partition function modulo primes. Ono applied it to establish
congruences, while our proof proceeds by contradiction and uses Serre’s theorem to
rule out certain congruences.
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Acknowledgments The authors thank Scott Ahlgren, Jeremy Lovejoy, and the
anonymous referee for valuable suggestions.
1. Preliminaries
A recent reference which contains most of the necessary background material for
this paper is [5], a more classical one on the theory of modular forms is [19].
1.1. Modular forms Let Γ0(N ), Γ1(N ), and Γ(N ) be the usual congruence sub-
groups of SL2(Z), Mk (Γ) the space of modular forms of integral or half-integral
weight k for Γ ⊆ SL2(Z), and Mk (Γ) the corresponding space of harmonic Maass
forms (satisfying the moderate growth condition at all cusps). We also consider
quasi-modular forms of integral weight [18, 32]. Moreover, H denotes the Poincaré
upper half plane, and throughout τ ∈H, y = Im(τ), and e(sτ) := exp(2pii sτ) for s ∈Q.
For a holomorphic modular form f (τ) = ∑m≥0 c( f ,m)e(mτ) ∈ M2−k (Γ(N )) with
k 6= 1 and N ∈Z≥1, we recall its non-holomorphic Eichler integral
f ∗(τ) := −(2i )k−1
∫ i∞
−τ
G(−w)
(w +τ)k dw
= c( f ,0)
1−k y
1−k − (4pi)k−1 ∑
m<0
c( f , |m|) |m|k−1Γ(1−k,4pi|m|y)e(mτ),
(1.1)
where Γ stands for the upper incomplete Gamma-function.
1.2. Generating series ofHurwitz class numbers Zagier [33] showed that the holo-
morphic generating series
∑
D H(D)e(Dτ) of Hurwitz class numbers admits the fol-
lowing modular completion:
E 3
2
(τ) :=
∞∑
D=0
H(D)e(Dτ) + 1
16pi
θ∗(τ) ∈ M 3
2
(Γ0(4)), (1.2)
where
θ := θ1,0 ∈ M 1
2
(Γ0(4)) with
θa,b(τ) :=
∑
n∈Z
n≡b (mod a)
e
(n2τ
a
) ∈ M 1
2
(Γ(4a)), a ∈Z≥1,b ∈Z. (1.3)
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For a ∈ Z≥1 and b ∈ Z, we define the following operator on Fourier series expan-
sions of non-holomorphic modular forms:
Ua,b
∑
n∈Z
c( f ; n; y)e(nτ) := ∑
n∈Z
n≡b (mod a)
c
(
f ; n; ya
)
e
(nτ
a
)
. (1.4)
The holomorphic part of Ua,b E 3
2
(τ) is the generating series of Hurwitz class num-
bers H(an+b) for n ∈ Z. A Hecke-theory-like computation (see also [8, 17]) shows
that
Ua,b E 3
2
∈ M 3
2
(Γ(4a)). (1.5)
Moreover, we have
Ua,b θ =
∑
β2≡b (mod a)
θa,β and Ua,b θ
∗ = ∑
β2≡−b (mod a)
p
aθ∗a,β. (1.6)
In particular, if−b is not a square modulo a, then Ua,b E3/2 is a holomorphic modular
form.
1.3. A theorem by Serre The following theorem by Serre and its corollary allow us
to disprove that a given generating series is a quasi-modular form modulo a prime.
Recall that a rational number is called `-integral for a prime `, if its denominator is
not divisible by `.
Theorem 1.1 (Deligne-Serre [10] and Serre [28, 29]). Fix an odd prime ` and
k, N ∈ Z≥1. Then there are infinitely many primes p ≡ 1 (mod`N ) such that for ev-
ery f ∈Mk (Γ1(N )) with `-integral Fourier coefficients, we have
c( f ; npr ) ≡ (r +1)c( f ; n) (mod`) (1.7)
for all n ∈Z co-prime to p and all r ∈Z≥0.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 9.6 of [10], which is stated in the special case of weight 1,
extends verbatim.
Corollary 1.2. Fix a prime ` > 3 and positive integers k and N . Then there are in-
finitely many primes p ≡ 1 (mod`N ) such that for every quasi-modular form f of
weight k for Γ1(N ) with `-integral Fourier coefficients, we have the congruence (1.7).
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Proof. Recall the weight 2 quasi-modular form
E2(τ) = 1−24
∞∑
n=1
σ1(n)e(nτ), σ1(n) :=
∑
d |n
d>0
d .
Quasi-modular forms are polynomials in E2 whose coefficients are modular forms.
More specifically, a quasi-modular form of weight k for Γ1(N ) can be written as
d∑
n=0
E n2 fn , fn ∈Mk−2n(Γ1(N )).
Recall also that the weight `−1 and level 1 Eisenstein series E`−1 is a modular form
(here we use that ` > 3) that is congruent to 1 modulo `, and that the weight `+ 1
and level 1 Eisenstein series E`+1 is a modular form that is congruent to E2 modulo `.
Thus,
d∑
n=0
E n2 fn ≡ E d`−1
d∑
n=0
E n2 fn ≡
d∑
n=0
(E2E`−1)nE d−n`−1 fn ≡
d∑
n=0
E n`+1E
d−n
`−1 fn (mod`),
which allows us to apply Theorem 1.1 to the modular form of weight k +d(`−1) on
the right hand side.
1.4. Holomorphic projection We now revisit holomorphic projection, which al-
lows one to map continuous functions with certain growth and modular behavior
to holomorphic modular forms (for example, see [13, 30]). It is convenient for us to
refer to [16] as a reference, since it provides a variant that does not project to cusp
forms. Fix a weight k ∈Z, k ≥ 2 and a level N ∈Z≥1.
Consider an N -periodic continuous function f : H→ C with Fourier series expan-
sion
f (τ) = ∑
n∈ 1N Z
c( f ; n; y)e(τn)
subject to the conditions: (i) For some a > 0 and all γ ∈ SL2(Z), there are coefficients
c˜( f |k γ; 0) ∈C, such that ( f |k γ)(τ)= c˜( f |k γ; 0)+O (y−a) as y →∞; (ii) For all n ∈ 1NZ>0,
we have c( f ; n; y) = O (y2−k ) as y → 0. The holomorphic projection operator of
weight k is defined by
piholk ( f ) := c˜( f ; 0) +
∑
n∈ 1N Z>0
c
(
piholk ( f ); n
)
e(nτ) with
c
(
piholk ( f ); n
)
:= (4pin)
k−1
Γ(k−1) lims→0
∫ ∞
0
c( f ; n; y)exp(−4piny)y s+k−2 dy .
(1.8)
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Remark 1.3. The formulation in [16] is missing the limit s → 0, which is required to
ensure convergence in all situations. Nevertheless, the arguments in [16] are still
valid without any restrictions after adding that missing regularization.
Proposition 4 and Theorem 5 of [16] provide some key properties of the holomor-
phic projections operator (for vector-valued modular forms): If f is holomorphic,
then piholk ( f )= f . Furthermore, if f transforms like a modular form of weight 2 for the
group Γ1(N ), then pihol2 ( f ) is a quasi-modular form of weight 2 for Γ1(N ).
2. Proof of Theorem A
We will apply holomorphic projection to products of holomorphic modular forms
of weight 12 and harmonic Maass forms of weight
3
2 . These products when inserted
into (1.8) lead to the integrals evaluated in the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Given n ∈Q>0, we have
pihol2
(
y−
1
2 e(nτ)
)
= 2pipn e(nτ).
Proof. We suppress the limit s → 0 from our calculation, since the integral is conver-
gent at s = 0. We then have to evaluate
4pin
Γ(1)
∫ ∞
0
y−
1
2 exp(−4piny)dy = 4pin
Γ(1)
(4pin)−
1
2Γ( 12 )= 2pi
p
n.
Lemma 2.2. Given rational numbers n, n˜ ∈Q satisfying n˜ < 0 and n+ n˜ > 0, we have
pihol2
(
Γ
(− 12 , 4pi|n˜|y)e((n+ n˜)τ))= 2
p
pi(n+ n˜)p|n˜| (pn+p|n˜|) e
(
(n+ n˜)τ). (2.1)
Proof. Again, we suppress the limit s → 0 from our calculation, since the integral is
convergent at s = 0. We have to evaluate∫ ∞
0
Γ
(− 12 , 4pi|n˜|y)exp(−4pi(n+ n˜)y)dy .
We apply case 1 of (6.455) on p. 657 of [12] with α 4pi|n˜|, β 4pi(n + n˜), µ 1,
and ν −12 . The assumptions Re(α+β) = 4pi((n + n˜)+ |n˜|) > 0 (since n + n˜ > 0),
Re(µ)= 1> 0, and Re(µ+ν)= 12 > 0 are satisfied. As a result, we obtain
(4pi|n˜|)− 12 Γ( 12 )
1 · (4pi((n+ n˜)+|n˜|)) 12 2
F1
(
1, 12 ; 2;
n+ n˜
n+ n˜+|n˜|
)
= 1
4
p
pin|n˜| 2F1
(
1, 12 ; 2;
n+ n˜
n
)
.
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To evaluate the hypergeometric function, we employ 15.4.17 of [20] with a 12 . It
allows us to simplify the previous expression to
1
4
p
pin|n˜|
(1
2
+ 1
2
√
1− n+ n˜
n
)−1 = 1
2
p
pi|n˜| (pn+p|n˜|) .
We combine this with the leading factor 4pi(n + n˜) in the defining equation (1.8) of
the holomorphic projection to finish the proof.
The next three results compute the n-th coefficient of pihol2
(
(Ua,bE 3
2
) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
for certain n. The first elementary lemma establishes the existence of a subprogres-
sion of aZ+b = {an +b : n ∈ Z} satisfying arithmetic conditions that will be useful
in the proof of Theorem A. To state it, we let ordp (a) be the maximal exponent for
powers of a prime p dividing an nonzero integer a.
Lemma 2.3. Let a˜ ∈Z≥1 and b˜ ∈Z be such that −b˜ is a square modulo a˜. Denote by P
the set of prime divisors of a˜. Then there exist a ∈Z≥1 and b ∈Z such that
(i) We have a˜ |a, and if p is a prime divisor of a then p ∈ P.
(ii) The integer −b is a square modulo a.
(iii) We have
h(p) >
{
2k(p), if p 6= 2;
2k(p)+4, if p = 2;
where h(p)= ordp (a) and k(p)= ordp (b).
(iv) For p ∈ P and for all disjoint sets P1,P2 with P1∪P2 = P\{p}, we have
−4b 6≡

pk(p)
∏
q∈P1
qk(q)
∏
q∈P2
q2h(q) (mod ph(p)), if p 6= 2,
pk(p)+2
∏
q∈P1
qk(q)
∏
q∈P2
qh(q) (mod ph(p)), if p = 2.
(2.2)
Proof. In order to produce integers a and b that satisfy Conditions (i)–(iv), we ini-
tially set a = a˜ and b = b˜ and then repeatedly replace a and b by aa′ and b+ab′ for
integers a′,b′ in such a way that successively more of these conditions are met. In
accordance with Condition (i), the prime divisors of a′ must be elements of P .
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Recall that h(p) = ordp (a) and k(p) = ordp (b). For each prime p ∈ P , we define
ap := a/ph(p) and similarly define bp := b/pk(p). We start by making the substitu-
tions a  aa′ and b  b + ab′ several times, in such a way that −(b + ab′) is still
a square modulo aa′ (hence Condition (ii) remains true) and that Condition (iii) is
satisfied.
First choose a′ = 1, and pick a suitable b′ such that h(p)≥ k(p) holds for each p ∈ P
after replacing b by b + ab′. Next let P0 := {p ∈ P : h(p) = k(p)}. For each p ∈ P0,
let e(p) = 1 if h(p) is even, and let e(p) = 2 if h(p) is odd. Consider a′ =∏p∈P0 pe(p).
Let b′ be any integer satisfying gcd(b′,
∏
p∈P\P0 p)= 1 and
b′ ≡
{ − (1+bp )a−1p (mod p), if p ∈ P0 and 2 |h1(p);
− (p+bp )a−1p (mod p2), if p ∈ P0 and 2 -h1(p).
Note that the minus signs of the terms −(1+bp ) and −(p +bp ) are required to en-
sure that Condition (ii) holds after replacing a and b by aa′ and b + ab′. After this
substitution we may assume that h(p)> k(p) for all p ∈ P .
We take this idea a step further when p = 2. If h(2)− k(2) = 1, then we choose
a′ = 2, and b′ is 0 or 1 depending on whether bp is 3 or 1 modulo 4. We find that we
may assume h(2)−k(2)≥ 2. Similarly, if we assume that h(2)−k(2)= 2, then we can
choose a′ = 2, and b′ is 0 or 1 depending on whether bp is 7 or 3 modulo 8. Thus, we
can assume that h(2)−k(2)≥ 3.
After making the above assumptions on h(p) and k(p), we conclude that−b is also
a square modulo aa′ for any a′ satisfying Condition (i). In particular, after choosing
an appropriate a′, we may assume that h(p) is as large as we wish. Thus, we can
assume that Condition (iii) holds.
It remains to make one more substitution a aa′ and b b+ab′ in order to en-
sure Condition (iv). Observe that the right hand side of (2.2) can take at most 2|P |−1
different values, corresponding to the 2|P |−1 different choices of P1 and P2. Given a′,
we let h′(p) := ordp (a′) for p ∈ P . Any choice of b′ preserves Conditions (i), (ii),
and (iii), and this yields ph
′(p) different values for the left hand side of (2.2) after re-
placing b by b+ab′. Finally, choose a′ in such a way that ph′(p) > 2|P |−1 for every p ∈ P ,
and then pick a suitable b′ to validate Condition (iv).
The next result will be useful in the computation of the Fourier series coefficients
of pihol2
(
(Ua,bE 3
2
) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
. We continue using P to denote the set of prime divi-
sors of a, and we assume the definition of h(p) and k(p) from Lemma 2.3. We also let
β be such thatβ2 ≡−b (mod a). Thus, we have a =∏p |a ph(p), andβ=β′∏p |a pk(p)/2,
where β′ is co-prime to a.
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Lemma 2.4. Assume that a ∈ Z≥1 and b ∈ Z satisfy Conditions (i)–(iv) in Lemma 2.3,
and let ` be a prime that does not divide a.
For each prime p ∈ P, let q(p) be a prime that is congruent 1 modulo ph(p), congru-
ent to 2β/pk(p)/2 modulo ph(p)−k(p)/2, and congruent modulo ` to a unit such that
ph(p)+q(p)pk(p) ≡ 1 (mod`), if p 6= 2, or
ph(p)+q(p)pk(p)+1 ≡ 1 (mod`), if p = 2.
Moreover, let
na :=

∏
p∈P
q(p)pk(p), if 2 -a;
8
∏
p∈P
q(p)pk(p), if 2 |a.
Then we have ∑
β˜2≡−b (mod a)
²=±1
∑
ana=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡²β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡²β−β˜ (mod a)
(
d1+d2
) ≡ 2 (mod`).
Proof. Because the symmetry β˜ 7→ −β˜ swaps d1 and d2, we have∑
β˜2≡−b (mod a)
²=±1
∑
ana=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡²β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡²β−β˜ (mod a)
(
d1+d2
) = 2 · ∑
β˜2≡−b (mod a)
²=±1
∑
ana=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡²β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡²β−β˜ (mod a)
d1. (2.3)
If p 6= 2, the square roots β˜ of −b (mod ph(p)) are of the form ±β+ph(p)−k(p)β˜′ for
some β˜′ ∈Z/pk(p)Z. In the sum, we therefore have the conditions
d1 ≡ ²β±β+ph(p)−k(p)β˜′ (mod ph(p)), d2 ≡ ²β∓β−ph(p)−k(p)β˜′ (mod ph(p)).
Using h(p) > 2k(p), asserted by Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.3, and (2.2), we find that
the only possibility that ana = d1d2 satisfies these congruences is if we have ² = +1,
β˜′ ≡ 0 (mod ph(p)), and
ph(p) |d1, q(p)pk(p) |d2 or q(p)pk(p) |d1, ph(p) |d2. (2.4)
– 10 –
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The case of p = 2 allows for more square roots of −b (mod2h(p)). Specifically,
β˜= {1,c3,c5,c7}β+ph(p)−k(p)β˜′, where by the set notation we indicate one of the fac-
tors occurs and c3 ≡ 3 (mod8), c5 ≡ 5 (mod8), c7 ≡ 7 (mod8) are roots of 1 mod-
ulo 2h(2). We now have the conditions
d1 ≡ {2,1+ c3,1+ c5,1+ c7}β+2h(2)−k(2)β˜′ (mod2h(2)),
d2 ≡ {0,1− c3,1− c5,1− c7}β−2h(2)−k(2)β˜′ (mod2h(2)).
We use that k(p)+3< h(p)−k(p), asserted by Condition (iii) of Lemma 2.3, and (2.2)
in order to see that the only possibilities are ²=+1, β˜′ ≡ 0 (mod2h(2)), and the divisi-
bilities in (2.4) with p = 2.
Observe that modulo `, the sum actually factors for our choice of na . Specifically,
we have∑
β˜2≡−b (mod a)
∑
ana=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
d1
= ∏
p |a
p 6=2
(
ph(p)+q(p)pk(p)) · {1, if 2 -a;
2h(2)+q(2)2k(2)+1, if 2 |a. (2.5)
Our choice of q(p) ensures that this is congruent to 1 modulo `. The additional fac-
tor 2 in (2.3) yields the desired result.
Next we compute certain coefficients of pihol2
(
(Ua,b E 3
2
) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
. We assume
the notation above for na , k(p), h(p), and β.
Proposition 2.5. Assume that H(an+b) ≡ 0 (mod`) for all n. Furthermore, assume
that β2 ≡−b (mod a), and that a and b satisfy Conditions (i)–(iv) of Lemma 2.3.
Then pihol2
(
(Ua,b E 3
2
) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
is a quasi-modular form for Γ1(4a) and
pihol2
(
(Ua,b E 3
2
) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
) = ∞∑
n=0
c(n)e(nτ),
where
c(na pq) ≡ −2(1+q) (mod`) and c(na p2q) ≡ −2(1+p+q) (mod`)
for any primes p, q ≡ 1 (mod`) such that
p2 > (ana)q > (ana)2p > (ana)3. (2.6)
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Remark 2.6. In light of Lemma 2.3, the assumptions on a and b are no restriction. For
any a,b with−b a square modulo a, we can find a subprogression of aZ+b satisfying
these conditions. Furthermore, for any sufficiently large p ≡ 1 (mod a`), there is a
prime q ≡ 1 (mod`) satisfying the Conditions in (2.6)—this follows from the Prime
Number Theorem for arithmetic progressions.
Proof. As we assume that H(an+b)≡ 0 (mod`) for all n ∈Z, we have
pihol2
(
(Ua,b E 3
2
) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
= (Ua,b ∞∑
D=0
H(D)e(Dτ)
) · (θa,β+θa,−β) + 116pipihol2 ((Ua,b θ∗) · (θa,β+θa,−β))
≡ 1
16pi
pihol2
(
(Ua,b θ
∗) · (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
(mod`). (2.7)
Now (1.2) and (1.6) lead us to the study of
p
aθ∗a,β, which arise from Ua,b θ
∗. Write δ•
for the Kronecker δ-function. For general β, β˜ ∈Z, we use (1.1) to compute that
p
aθ∗
a,β˜
(τ) ·θa,β(τ) = −2
p
aδβ˜≡0 (mod a)
∑
m≡β (mod a)
y−
1
2 e
(m2τ
a
)
−2ppi ∑
m≡β (mod a)
m˜≡β˜ (mod a)
m˜ 6=0
|m˜|Γ(− 12 , 4pim˜2a y)e( (m
2−m˜2)τ
a
)
.
We apply Lemmas (2.1) and (2.2) to find that pihol2
(p
aθ∗
a,β˜
(τ) ·θa,β(τ)
)
is equal to
−4pi
(
δβ˜≡0 (mod a)
∑
m≡β (mod a)
m 6=0
|m|e(m2τ
a
) + ∑
m≡β (mod a)
m˜≡β˜ (mod a)
m˜ 6=0
m2−m˜2
|m|+ |m˜|e
( (m2−m˜2)τ
a
))
.
Summarizing, we find that
c
(
pihol2
(p
aθ∗
a,β˜
(τ) ·θa,β(τ)
)
; n
)
= −4pi
(
δβ˜≡0 (mod a)
∑
m≡β (mod a)
m 6=0
an=m2
|m| + an ∑
m≡β (mod a)
m˜≡β˜ (mod a)
m˜ 6=0
an=m2−m˜2
1
|m|+ |m˜|
)
. (2.8)
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We can drop the first contribution, since −b 6≡ 0 (mod a) and hence β˜ 6≡ 0 (mod a). It
remains to analyze the second term on the right hand side.
When writing an = m2− m˜2 = (m+ m˜)(m− m˜) we recognize that the summation
runs over factorizations of an. Assume that an = d1d2 is a factorization correspond-
ing to (m+ m˜)(m− m˜), then m = (d1+d2)/2 and m˜ = (d1−d2)/2. Since an > 0, we
conclude that d1 and d2 have the same sign. We treat only the positive case; the nega-
tive case yields the same sum and hence contributes an additional factor of 2 in (2.9).
Since d1,d2 > 0, we have m > 0. If we assume that an is not a square, then m˜ 6= 0
and the sign of m˜ is positive if d1 > d2 and negative if d2 > d1. As a result we find that
|m|+ |m˜| equals the larger factor in d1d2. Summarizing, we have
an
∑
m≡β (mod a)
m˜≡β˜ (mod a)
m˜ 6=0
an=m2−m˜2
1
|m|+ |m˜| = 2
∑
an=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
d1d2
d1δd1>d2 +d2δd2>d1
= 2 ∑
an=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
(
d1δd1<d2 +d2δd2<d1
)
. (2.9)
We next want to separate the archimedean and nonarchimedean conditions on the
right hand side.
We write n = nan′, where n′ is either pq or p2q and where p and q are as in
the statement of the proposition. Then for any factorization n′ = d ′1d ′2, we have
d ′1/d
′
2 > ana or d ′2/d ′1 > ana . This assumption ensures that in the resulting factoriza-
tion of an only the archimedean condition associated with the factorizaton n′ = d ′1d ′2
plays a role. Summarizing, we have∑
an=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
(
d1δd1<d2 +d2δd2<d1
) = ∑
ana n′=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
(
d1δd ′1<d ′2 +d2δd ′1<d ′2
)
,
where d ′1 = gcd(d1,n′) and d ′2 = gcd(d2,n′). Since gcd(ana ,n′) = 1, we can sum over
two factorizations ana = da,1da,2 and n′ = d ′1d ′2. Every factor of n′ is congruent to
1 modulo a, so the congruence condition applies only to the factors of ana . We have∑
ana n′=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
(
d1δgcd(d1,n′)<gcd(d2,n′)+d2δgcd(d1,n′)<gcd(d2,n′)
)
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= ∑
ana=da,1da,2
n′=d ′1d ′2
da,1,da,2,d ′1,d
′
2>0
da,1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
da,2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
(
da,1d
′
1δd ′1<d ′2 +da,2d
′
2δd ′2<d ′1
)
=
( ∑
ana=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1≡β+β˜ (mod a)
d2≡β−β˜ (mod a)
d1+d2
)
·
( ∑
n′=d1d2
d1,d2>0
d1δd1<d2 +d2δd2<d1
)
. (2.10)
By Lemma 2.4, the first factor in (2.10) is congruent to 2 modulo `.
We next inspect the second factor in (2.10). We have∑
qp=d1d2
d1,d2>0
(
d1δd1<d2 +d2δd2<d1
) = (1+1)(1+q)= 2(1+q)
∑
qp2=d1d2
d1,d2>0
(
d1δd1<d2 +d2δd2<d1
) = (1+1)(1+q)+ (p+p)= 2(1+q +p). (2.11)
We now combine the archimedean and nonarchimedean factors in (2.10) to deter-
mine the Fourier coefficients of (2.7). Our final expression in (2.12) receives several
contributions: 1/16pi from (2.7);−4pi from (2.8); 2 from (2.9); 2 from Lemma 2.4, com-
puting the first factor in (2.10); and 2(1+p) or 2(1+q+p) from (2.11), computing the
second factor in (2.10). This yields
c
(
pihol2
(
Ua,b E 3
2
· (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
;na qp
) ≡ −2(1+q) (mod`),
c
(
pihol2
(
Ua,b E 3
2
· (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
;na qp
2) ≡ −2(1+q +p) (mod`). (2.12)
We are now in a position to apply Theorem 1.1 and its Corollary 1.2.
Proof of Theorem A. We are now in position to apply Theorem 1.1 to deduce a contra-
diction. Replacing a and b with aa′ and b−ab′, where a′ and b′ are as in Lemma 2.3,
we may assume that a and b satisfy the conditions of Proposition 2.5.
Theorem 1.1 asserts that there are infinitely many primes p ≡ 1 (mod a`) such that
c( f ; npr ) ≡ (r + 1)c( f ; n) (mod`) for all n ∈ Z co-prime to p, r ∈ Z≥0, and
f ∈ M2(Γ1(4a)). For sufficiently large p there is a prime q with q 6≡ 1 (mod`) and
q ≡ 1 (mod a) that satisfies (2.6) (see Remark 2.6).
If the q-th Fourier coefficient of pihol2
(
Ua,b E 3
2
· (θa,β+θa,−β)
)
is divisible by `, then
the two congruences in (2.12) yield the contradiction 1+ q ≡ 1+ q + p ≡ 0 (mod`).
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Otherwise, they incur the relation
3(1+q)≡ 2(1+q +p) (mod`),
which is equivalent to q ≡ 1 (mod`), a contradiction.
A. Hecke-type congruences
The fact that
∑
D H(D)e(Dτ) is a Hecke eigenform is conveniently captured by the
Hurwitz class number formula. For fundamental discriminants −D and positive in-
tegers f , the formulas for class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields and H(D) (see
for example, pages 228 and 230 of [7]) imply the following:
H(D f 2) = H(D) w(−D f
2)
w(−D)
∑
d | f
d
∏
p |d
(
1− 1
p
(−D
p
))
, (A.1)
where the product is over primes p dividing d and where w(−D) |6 is the number
of roots of unity in the quadratic order of discriminant −D . Throughout the paper
we follow Zagier [33], who defines H(D) for nonnegative arguments, while Cohen [7]
uses the opposite sign convention. We restrict to congruences modulo powers of
primes `> 3 and hence may ignore the factor w(−D f 2)/w(−D). We assume no fur-
ther knowledge of H(D), and we only employ the sum over divisors d of f in (A.1) to
obtain congruences for H(an+b). Note that this sum is multiplicative in f , which
later allows us to restrict to the case of prime powers a.
From the introduction recall the congruences
H(53n+25)≡ 0 (mod5), H(73n+147)≡ 0 (mod7), H(113n+242)≡ 0 (mod11).
Observe that for 53n + 25 = (5n + 1)52 = D f 2 with a fundamental discriminant −D
we have D ≡ 1 (mod5) and 5 | f . Thus, writing f5 | f for the highest power of 5 that
divides f , we have f5 6= 1 and the right hand side of (A.1) has the factor∑
d | f5
d
∏
5 |d
(
1− 1
5
(−D
5
))
≡ 1 −
(−D
5
)
≡ 0 (mod5),
which shows that H(53n+25) ≡ 0 (mod5). The congruences modulo 7 and 11, and
the congruences in the remark after Theorem A follow similarly.
The above reasoning extends to powers `m for arbitrary primes ` as follows: As-
sume that a = `e and b = `c u for an integer u with gcd(`,u) = 1. For simplicity, we
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further suppose that e > c ≥ 2. Set c ′ = bc/2c ≥ 1 and c ′′ = min{c ′,m}. We have the
factorization
an+b = `e n+`c u = `2c ′ `c−2c ′(`e−c +u)= f 2D ,
which yields `c
′ | f and D ≡ 0 (mod`) if c is odd and D ≡ u (mod`) if c is even. Thus,
the right hand side of (A.1) has the factor
∑
d |`c′
d
∏
` |d
(
1− 1
`
(−D
`
))
= 1 +
c ′∑
n=1
`n
(
1− 1
`
(−D
`
))
≡ 1+
c ′′∑
n=1
`n−1
(
`−
(−D
`
))
=σ1
(
`c
′′−1)(1− (−D
`
))
+`c ′′ (mod`m).
As a result, we find congruences modulo `m if c ≥ 2m (and hence c ′′ ≥m) is even and
−u is a square modulo `. In particular, we obtain non-holomorphic Ramanujan-type
congruences for all primes `> 3.
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